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This quarter, our LOCAL POLITICS segments, which continue to provide regular updates from
Fairfield’s City Council sessions as well as occasional Jefferson County supervisors meetings,
featured four separate broadcasts of local election debates presented by the area Chamber of
Commerce at the Convention Center. These included debates with the mayoral candidates,
state representatives and the local school board candidates. Produced by the Fairfield Media
Center.

GLOBAL FAMILY CHAT presents positive news from around the world, offering solutions to a
range of problems from personal development, including health, psychological, sociological, and
spiritual, to education, business, environment and scientific, as well as timely developments
from Maharishi International University and the worldwide Transcendental Meditation
movement. This quarter highlighted foreshadowing for the 10,000 Peace gathering in India with
a 2000 Course taking place in Fairfield beginning at the end of December.

in keeping with our mission as an educational station, we air:

~ANCIENT & CLASSICAL MUSIC, overnight and early morning, with a special emphasis
on classical music forms from the Vedic Tradition, known as gandharva veda music as well as
classical music from many traditions, countries and composers. (Overnight and 9pm-10pm
daily)

~CLASSICS & BEYOND, produced by Quality Radio Productions in Geneva, New York.
QRP. A curated blend of classical music styles across the board. (Weekday mornings)

~FOOTLIGHT PARADE, produced by the Musical Theater Project. A deep dive into the
world of musical theater. Fairfield is the proud home of the Stephen Sondheim Center, the only
theater in the country outside New York that bears his name. (3X weekly)

TM TALKS offers inspired topics in the field of personal growth with scientists, artists, educators,
authors, and artisans in the fields of education, health, business, and more. Renowned scientist
Dr. Tony Nader interviews contemporary thought leaders on consciousness, philosophy and
underlying unified principles. (3X weekly)

Two local programs of special note inform and inspire:
~WRITERS’ VOICES with veteran hosts Monica Hadley and her mother Caroline

Kilbourn is an inspiration for writers of all levels as well as engaged listeners. A veritable who's
who and how to on all things related to the art and craft of writing, highlighting authors’ latest
work, creative processes, and trajectories navigating today’s publishing world. (3X weekly)

~LET YOUR HEART SING with host Sheila Moschen showcases local artists, poets and
more in an uplifting mix of seasonal music & merriment. (4X weekly)

We continue to air three informative 2-min segments air weekdays (5X weekly each):



~EarthDate, a production of the Bureau of Economic Geology at the University of Texas
at Austin, presents the inspiring natural wonders of earth from the perspective of geoscience

~The Science and the Sea, focuses on marine science topics, also produced by The
University of Texas at Austin

~Sound Beat, produced at Syracuse University Libraries, provides special music
segments, film scores and recorded tidbits from across the American musical spectrum, plus
speeches and spoken word performances from political figures and historical luminaries.

****

ISSUE 1: Community Issues & Activities

LOCAL POLITICS
Fairfield City Council meetings, occasional Jefferson County Supervisor sessions,

additional special sessions on historical Fairfield heritage farms. This quarter also presented
candidate debates for school board, mayoral and state representative elections aired 4
times each. Tue 1pm; Thu 10am; Fri 4pm; Sat 1pm (52 hours total)

ISSUE 2: Highlighting Creativity & the Arts

WRITERS’ VOICES on the art and business of writing and publishing.
Mon 1pm; Wed 4pm; Fri 10am (39 hours total)
LET YOUR HEART SING showcasing local artists, poets, the seasons and more.
Wed 1pm & 7pm; Sun 11am & 4pm (26+ hours total)
FOOTLIGHT PARADE, a history of Broadway by the Musical Theater Project.
Mon 10am; Tue 4pm; Thu 1pm (39 hours total)

ISSUE 3: Restoring Balance Through Nature’s Harmonies

Traditional, religious, and classical music, an elevating force since time immemorial,
provides a cooling influence and calming mental health benefits.

VEDIC RECITATIONS with Gandharva Veda Music
Daily 9pm-10pm & midnight-6am (644 hours total)
CLASSICAL, with religious focus on Sundays
Daily 6am-8am plus random (250+ hours total)
GANDHARVA MELODIES, the music of nature on the sideband
24/7 (subscribers only)



MIU serves students from around the world. The diverse musical programming is a warm
welcome for those who arrive from countries far and wide, at the same time enriching the
musical palettes of local community members.

LATIN, AFRICAN, ASIAN, INDIGENOUS, GLOBAL & JAZZ MUSIC [1 hour slots]
[8am; 9am; 11am; 3pm; 6pm; 7pm, somewhat fluid] (500 hours total)

ISSUE 4: Continuing History, Science & the Earth Segments

EarthDate provides weekdaily 2-minute sound bytes with down to earth ecological scientific
informative insight. Science and the Sea uncovers the wonders of marine life. Sound Beat
highlights the world of American music, performance, history & beyond.

SOUND BEAT | 11:58am
EARTHDATE | 3:58pm
THE SCIENCE & THE SEA | 7:58pm
Mon-Fri (6.5 hours total)

ISSUE 5: The Art of Personal Growth & Self-Improvement

TM Talks, produced by enjoyTMnews.org offers interviews on a variety of subjects with
experts and thought leaders with a special emphasis on inspiration, understanding, and
practical applied values. Hosted by Mario Orsatti. Also, special segments with Dr. Tony Nader
and leading Ayurveda expert Dr. Nancy Longsdorf.

Global Family Chat, produced by the Maharishi Channel, as mentioned above, offers
positive news, scientific approaches to problem solving, breakthroughs in education, ancient
insights, and much more.

GLOBAL FAMILY CHAT
Daily 2pm & 8pm (184 hours total)
TM TALKS
Mon 4pm; Wed 10am; Fri 1pm (39 hours total)


